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Premature Escape Beats In Vitro and In Vivo
Viamonte and Rosen' provide evidence that premature escape beats induced by overdrive pacing in canine Purkinje fiber are likely due to normal automaticity as the underlying cellular mechanism. In contrast we found in the intact dog heart that DAD dependent triggered activity was the most likely arrhythmogenic mechanism.2-4 Although Viamonte and Rosen' clearly point out that the premature escape beats (PEBs) they studied have different features than the PEBs in our experiments, the opposite results of their and our studies may lead to confusion, especially if the results obtained in vitro are considered the gold standard to explain phenomena observed in the intact heart. We would therefore like to emphasize that the PEBs studied in vitro are phenomenologically quite different from the ones studied in vivo. For instance, they differ insofar as the coupling interval is concerned: PEBs in vitro may have a cotpling interval of more than 10 seconds,' far exceeding the values obtained in vivo, and also a higher variability of the coupling intervals is found in vitro.' Other differences were that the inducibility in our experiments2-4 was highest following 10 stimuli and that we found a concordant relation of the coupling interval with the interstimulus interval (r=0.97, p<0.05). Also, in contrast to the in vitro experiments,' PEBs in our experiments4 became suppressed by doxorubicine, a drug that specifically suppresses DAD-dependent triggered activity.
The explanation for the fact that no PEBs of the kind we studied were induced in vitro is likely due to differences in experimental conditions. The cycle length of the spontaneous rhythm in vivo is higher (cycle lengths vary between 1,200 and 1,500 msec) and isolated Purkinje fibers are devoid of the tone of the autonomic nervous system. We also were not able to induce PEBs (unpublished observations) in dogs with a very slow ventricular rate (cycle length>1,800 msec). Moreover, catecholamine administration in isolated Purkinje fibers has been shown to induce DADs and triggered activity.5-7 Circulation 1984; 70: 1074 -1982 Reply In their manuscript, Vos et al' provide compelling evidence that triggered activity may be the cause of premature escape beats. Our own study in isolated Purkinje fibers demonstrates that automaticity also may be responsible for premature escape beats. Because there are limitations to isolated tissue studies and to intact animal studies with respect to implications for clinical arrhythmogenesis, we included the following paragraph in our paper: It should be emphasized that the present result in no way contradicts the experiments of Gorgels et al or their interpretations of mechanism. The animals they studied showed characteristics of postpacing recovery intervals that are consistent with delayed afterdepolarizations and triggered activity. Our study emphasizes that the occurrence of premature escape beats alone is insufficient to implicate a specific arrhythmogenic mechanism. Triggered activity, reentry, or automaticity all can contribute. Only with the use of extensive pacing or drug administration protocols (as in the Gorgels et al studies and our own) can a specific mechanism be deduced.2 In other words, we believe that to simply identify a premature escape beat does not permit one to state with assurance that it is triggered, automatic, or reentrant. Additional information of the type described in the work by Vos et all and in ours2 is needed to identify the mechanism.
Hence, we have no argument with any of the experiments or interpretations of Vos et al. However, we would like to respond to the statement (in their letter) about results of in vitro studies being considered "the gold standard" to explain phenomena observed in the intact heart. In brief, we would hope that no one considers cellular electrophysiology-or, indeed, any cellular or subcellular technique -as embodying such a gold standard. To our thinking, intact animal studies are as much a gold standard as other forms of experimentation, and we do not value one more highly than the others. Moreover, in comparing the two studies referred to in this letter, we see a phenomenon familiar to all who are engaged in research; namely, that experiments asking the same questions but using different models and techniques may give different answers.
We all know as well that exploring the interfaces between such differences often provides further useful information. If, for a time, results are not mutually reenforcing and differences persist, all we can say is "Vive la difference," and urge that we move on to finding their basis.
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